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KONDOR+: POWERFUL, DYNAMIC, INSIGHTFUL
“YOU NEVER WANT A SERIOUS CRISIS TO GO TO WASTE.”
Whitehouse Chief of Staff, Rahm Emanuel uttered these words at the start
of the financial meltdown. While the expression has its origins in the writing
of renaissance politician and philosopher Niccolo Machiavelli, the sentiment
is as true today as it was then.
For banks and financial institutions seeking
opportunities for growth during the greatest
economic crisis of a generation, it means being
able to be more agile than ever against a
backdrop of unprecedented market volatility.
At the same time, organisations must manage
the transition to a new era of regulation.
The financial crisis highlighted risk management
failings across most participants and regulators.
The result – increased capital requirements,
tighter risk monitoring, and more frequent
reporting – inevitably impacts margins as
institutions are required ‘to do more with less’.
But there are still opportunities for business
expansion if you know where to look. Kondor+
enables banks to achieve growth while
simultaneously managing the pressures that exist
today. By adopting a more standardized trading
and risk platform that scales to handle increasing
trading volumes, banks can also reduce complexity
and cost in every area of the institution.

In the world of finance, reputation is everything. Trust
must be earned the hard way, through sheer hard work,
attention to detail and the delivery of consistent,
outstanding results. These key principles have always
guided the development of Kondor+, the enterprise
trade and risk management platform used by some of
the biggest names in finance.
While this makes us the largest risk management
provider globally, with 1,800 customers in 120 countries,
we also know that businesses can’t stand still – certainly
not during one of the turbulent episodes in the history
of banking.
That’s why Kondor+ continues to evolve rapidly as we
add new functionality and enhance the architecture of the
platform. This open and flexible approach enables financial
institutions to consolidate their business, reduce costs and
seize new opportunities in the global marketplace.
The latest version of Kondor+ includes expanded asset
coverage while further improving the efficiency of the back
office. The result? Banks can expand their trading activities
across a standard platform that drives down the cost per
trade and improves overall performance and profitability.
We’ve also invested in our partnerships with global
enterprise technology leaders including Microsoft and HP.
This means that banks can deploy Kondor+ across a variety
of platforms that offer greater scalability, stability and even
better long-term value.
Returning to Rahm Emanuel, most people recall the first
part of his statement. But it’s what follows that resonates
so strongly for the financial sector: “This crisis provides
the opportunity…to do things you could not do before.”
We know that the financial sector has taken this to heart –
that smart, industrious people are working hard to find
new ways of trading and managing risk efficiently, profitably
and accountably. Wherever institutions are on this journey,
Kondor+ and its extensive team of worldwide experts, can
help them achieve these goals.
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MEETING THE CHALLENGE
Nothing concentrates the mind more than a crisis. The events of recent years didn’t
create all the challenges facing financial institutions today. But they have brought to
the foreground risk issues that were sometimes overlooked in the pursuit of growth.
Take the complexity of the systems co-existing in many
institutions. The result of acquisitions or de-centralised
procurement, they are frequently the barrier to greater
efficiency. This includes many boutique or in-house
systems aligned with individual asset classes, lines of
business or regions.
At the same time we’re seeing the growth in high
volume, low-margin trades where process automation
is essential. In this environment, open, flexible,
platforms have a potential advantage over more
complex alternatives.
And then there’s the challenge posed by new regulation.
Banks are increasingly seeking systems that accelerate
and automate reporting, deliver a holistic view of risk
across the business, and are flexible enough to manage
local regulatory requirements while reducing the cost
of compliance.

FIVE TO FOLLOW:
KEY CHALLENGES IN ENTERPRISE
TRADE AND RISK MANAGEMENT
Pressure to grow revenues:

The ability to create new products and take advantage of
market openings is as critical as ever. Banks need to get to
the marketplace fast with products that enable them to
mine opportunities as quickly as possible. At the same
time, it is getting difficult to report risk across assets, while
disparate and disconnected systems make it harder to
achieve consistent global valuations.

Cutting costs:

The proliferation of disparate trading systems in pursuit
of fast profits has resulted in complex, highly expensive
‘spaghetti’ networks of software. These point solutions
acquired during booming growth at the start of the
decade have resulted in fragmented trading and risk
management architectures.

High volume, low value trading:

There is an increasing focus on high volume, low margin
trades where process automation is essential to remove
manual interventions and drive down the cost per trade.
In this environment, simple, reliable, cost-effective
platforms have a potential advantage over more
complex alternatives.

Managing compliance:

Regulatory issues are stacking up. For example, Basel III’s
heavy increases in capital requirements, initially by 2013,
will drive investment in counterparty credit risk
calculations.

Liquidity management:

There’s greater pressure than ever to run complex
liquidity stress-test scenarios within hours. This is
required by senior management to make critical
decisions including liquidity contingency plans.
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THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
Kondor+, offers the best of both worlds for financial institutions looking to
standardise and integrate their trading and risk platform, while retaining their
focus on specific asset classes, markets, customers and regulatory compliance.
Take the front office. Kondor+ now offers a more
comprehensive coverage of asset classes than
ever before, from rate derivatives to commodities.
Consolidating multiple asset classes on a single
platform reduces costs per trade through increased
integration that delivers true straight-throughprocessing.
In the back office, the message is equally clear. New
features include commodity instrument coverage such
as OTC Options and Listed Options, Commodity Swaps
as well as Cash Commodities. In addition a generic
confirmation matching module has been added as an
alternative to the standard SWIFT interface.
In addition, the new back office dashboard interface
offers greater transparency and control, supporting
more efficient record keeping, trade confirmation,
trade settlement, and regulatory compliance.
Meanwhile, we have overhauled our solution architecture
to meet many of the challenges facing banks today.
By consolidating disparate IT infrastructures onto
modern hardware and operating systems, banks can
reduce TCO, accelerate reporting and scale to meet the
opportunities offered in existing and new markets.

BETTER THAN EVER, BUILT FOR
THE FUTURE
This is a new Kondor+. As solid and reliable as before,
but now the world’s leading trading system (as voted
for by Risk Technology Rankings) offers a wealth of
new features to institutions seeking to maximise rewards
and minimise risk in today’s volatile marketplace.
• Comprehensive asset class coverage: The new
Kondor+ now offers rates, commodities and equities
alongside established FX, MM and Fixed Income
functionality
• Transformed architecture: The new service oriented
architecture supports consolidation on the latest
hardware and operating systems, reducing TCO
• Complete front-to-back solution: Full front-to-back
trade and risk management coverage supporting a
wide range of asset classes, integration with the back
office and outstanding levels of automation
• Supported by a strong partner network: Kondor+ is
delivered by our team of global experts in conjunction
with a network of technology partners and systems
integrators. This unique combination of worldwide
intelligence and local expertise enables institutions to
fine tune the performance of their Kondor+ platform
to precise trading and risk goals
• Fast to deploy, fast to benefit: Kondor+ offers the
best combination of fast, comprehensive out of the
box functionality that can be easily integrated with
existing systems and applications where required. As
well as accelerating speed to revenues, this also
improves the distribution of data, while reducing the
risk associated with ‘fat finger’ data errors
• Evolving fast to the needs of banks and the market:
Collaboration with customers has enabled us to fasttrack new features into Kondor+ and develop new
versions of the platform tailored to the precise
requirements of different banks. It means that means
that banks can pursue ambitious growth strategies safe
in the knowledge that their Kondor+ deployment will
continue to evolve fast and support their goals
• Clear vision, proven roadmap: When you buy into
Kondor+ you get more than a world-leading solution.
You also invest in more than two decades of financial
markets and technology experience. Our commitment
to research and development is second-to-none. And
you can count on a global team of experts who can
help you stay one step ahead of the financial markets
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GLOBAL VISION, WORLDWIDE EXPERTISE
The world of finance has changed – and so has Kondor+. While traditional markets
undergo a period of retrenchment, there are new opportunities if you know where
to look. Kondor+ enables financial institutions to identify and pursue new business
at a global and regional level.
Kondor+ provides banks with the platform that
supports this new quest for value. In addition,
our global team offers rapid, comprehensive
support worldwide. The availability of on-theground expertise plus the ability to air‑lift in
specialists means that banks can deploy Kondor+
safe in the knowledge that the resources will
always be available to pursue growth and value.

Outstanding asset class coverage
Kondor+ is already an established market leader in FX, MM,
Fixed Income. The latest release is equally outstanding in
other asset classes:
• Improved price capability for rate derivatives with new
analytics tools
• Improved commodity instrument coverage including OTC
options and listed options, as well as Cash Commodities
• A full suite of Commodity Trader tools including real-time
position keeping and revaluation, Commodities stock
management, P&L and P&L explain, risk and market
data simulation
• Support of front-to-back trade processing: Deal Validation
and Confirmation, Payment and Settlement, Accounting,
Margin Call Process, Revaluation
• Building block approach to structuring supports the rapid
creation of new products, which can then be priced and
traded immediately
• Integrates with internal systems as well as having the ability
to use external libraries, curves and market data sources

Modern, flexible architecture
Kondor+ now has a modern, N-tier service oriented
architecture that improves the flexibility and openness of the
product. Banks can consolidate disparate IT infrastructures
onto modern hardware and operating systems, reducing
TCO. This includes the ability to consolidate geographically
and horizontally on a single platform.
As a result, banks can respond rapidly to new revenue
generating activities. A more open integrated architecture
also supports clear, accurate reporting.
• The entire set of Kondor+ functionality – including pre-trade
analytics, simulation, trade capture and processing, and
reporting – is now available as services which can be invoked
by other applications, such as Client web portals or
Microsoft Excel
• Support for the x86 platform, which delivers a 50 per cent
performance gain at one-third of the cost
• Support for grid computing which allows linear
hardware scalability
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• Support for Linux
• Support for Java API
• XML properties for reports improves flexibility
and extensibility of reporting

Better user experience
Kondor+ Advanced Trading enables banks to configure
Kondor+ workstations to the needs of different trading
desks and individual traders, including flexible trade
capture screens, configurable workspaces and workflows:
• Personal desktop wizard opens and pre-positions all
user windows ready for the start of day
• Automatic workflows that can be defined between
windows on the desktop and which automatically
populate standard fields
• Customised deal screens
• User defined reporting based on existing Kondor+
reports, no need to build from scratch
• Quickly create consolidated views across instruments
and positions
• Combines risk and P&L views, allows limit monitoring,
and provides proactive hedging advice

Lowest total cost of ownership
Compared with the competition, Kondor+ offers unrivalled
benefits in terms of five-year TCO and cost-per-trade
economics especially when it comes to basic license fee,
annual maintenance and implementation.
This analysis is supported by global consultancy Oliver
Wyman: “Kondor+ has lower TCO than our competitors as
it requires less initial implementation and less user-managed
on-going maintenance.”

Savings opportunities include:

• Automation and efficiency: Kondor+ automates and
accelerates the majority of processes from front to
back office, reducing risk and cost associated with
manual processes
• Kondor+ can be deployed rapidly – standard
configurations and an advanced methodology means
that implementations can take as little as three months.
The system is flexible and easy to integrate, while shorter
implementation times reduce the need for professional
services and the associated cost of this resource
• Customers benefit from a product that includes the
majority of core front-to-back functionality out of the box
• Highly reliable. Where issues may occur, banks can depend
on the global support that delivers a rapid resolution
• Outstanding quality driven by the use of standard formats,
new tools and bespoke testing services

Kondor+ – Enterprise trade and risk management for the new world of finance

Managing pricing and regulation

Flexibility and openness

The move to multiple-curve pricing and CSA-Discounting
methodologies, including derivatives offers a huge
opportunity, but institutions must be able to manage the
credit risk properly in the fair value calculation of the financial
instruments, wherever the deal is not done with a CSA or via
a Central Counterparty (CCP).

There’s no room in your business for compromise.
That’s why the latest version of Kondor+ is more flexible
and open than ever before:
• Open integration with third-party and proprietary
analytics tools
• More flexible reporting tool supports the rapid
configuration of user special views
• Flexible structuring platform: Create, price and trade
new products immediately
• Open interfaces make it possible to integrate trades
made outside Kondor+ and consolidate into
Kondor+ reports
• User defined workflows, fully customisable to
individual needs

This has also resulted in a set of new regulations including
EMIR in Europe and Dodd Franck in the US, which will require
standard derivative contracts to be cleared via a CCP. In
addition Basel III is introducing more Capital buffers and
introducing more requirements on the Counterparty Credit
Risk (CCR) and the CVA VaR.
• Kondor+ now includes market-leading functionality that
helps institutions manage pricing and regulation. It includes
a Multiple-Curve module that calibrates the yield curves
coherently and flexibly. Discounting curves can also be
calibrated easily, taking into account a CSA currency that
is different from the trade currency
• Kondor+ offers a solution for managing CVA at the pretrade level, leveraged on its Front Office pricing libraries,
and will provide reporting tools for computing the CVA, PL
and Greeks (PV01, CS01 and cross Gammas) on netting sets

Global support, worldwide expertise
Kondor+ supports cross-border global trading enabling
institutions to accelerate international growth.

Management of several local currencies:

• Neutralise the impact of local currencies on real time
reporting, end of day revaluation and trade management
(fixing, margin sales, hedge)

Global book management: traders can share the same
book:

• A trading desk inherits the revaluated position from the
previous trading desk
• Each desk knows its P&L derived from the inherit position
and its daily activity
• Where trading times overlap, one group owns the
positions, the others are only responsible for their
own trades
• Each group can see the positions according to
its time zone

Re-energising the back office
Efficiency, transparency and speed are the watchwords
in the back office which is a critical part of the business.
Kondor+ ensures that financial institutions benefit from
outstanding levels of trade processing automation and we
continue to enhance our back office architecture so that it
can better process high and peak daily volumes.
• 	High flexibility for matching exact customer requirements
• Availability of a powerful workflow engine to automate the
whole trade processing – up to 95 per cent in some cases
• Real-time monitoring dashboards available for controlling
exceptions and investigations efficiently
• Commodity instrument coverage includes OTC options
and Listed Options, Commodity Swaps as well as Cash
Commodities
• A generic confirmation matching module has been added
as an alternative to the standard SWIFT interface
• Kondor+ can now compute and generate all types of fees
and commissions required by our customers including
brokers and sales
• A new monitoring tool brings a birds-eye view of the entire
processing organization. Users can fully customize it fully
to match their specific expectations
• New tools deliver setups and implementations in a much
reduced timeframe

Global end of day management:

• Stable trade perimeter for reporting
• Dedicated market data sets per regional end of
day process
• As of date adjusted to regional time zone

24/7 system availability:

• Optimised batch and revaluation processes for continuous
FX trading
• Regionalised batch and revaluation process for continuous
Money Market Trading
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KONDOR+: EXCELLENCE DELIVERED
Outstanding performance, incredible speed.
Kondor+ now supports the fastest, most efficient business technologies
available today. It means your business can execute more trades, front
to back, while maintaining complete control over the process, maximising
revenues and minimising risk. Kondor+ delivers a significant step up in
speed and performance with the help of our partners.
Microsoft
Fast, reliable, secure and affordable: Kondor+ on the SQL Server platform

In a challenging and rapidly evolving environment, having the right tools is essential.
Financial institutions need fast, reliable, secure and affordable technology solutions
in order to survive and thrive, which is why an alliance has been formed with Microsoft
to offer Kondor+ on the SQL Server platform.
Microsoft and Misys share a common vision centered on delivering the most highperforming and dependable solutions for mission-critical applications, and the two
companies have worked together to offer financial institutions of all sizes a simplified
and flawlessly interoperable solution for trade and risk management.
When banks around the globe deploy Kondor+ on the Microsoft SQL Server platform,
they benefit from SQL Server’s high levels of performance, availability and security;
easy‑to-use management and application development tools; and self-service business
intelligence (BI) tools that allow them to gain valuable insight into their processes and
customers. Kondor+ on the SQL Server platform equips banks with a world-class,
future‑proof solution for streamlining operations, reducing risk, improving speed
and lowering TCO.

Public Resources
Microsoft Mission
Critical Enterprise

Microsoft SQL
Competitor Compare

How to Engage

Emma Cloney, Global
Alliance Manager,
Worldwide Financial Services,
Microsoft Corporation
E-mail: emmaclo@microsoft.com

HP
Kondor+ running on HP ProLiant servers with Red Hat Linux is an advanced trade and
risk management solution that allows you to manage all global trading activities on a
single, flexible, standards-based platform. Powered by the latest Intel® Xeon® Processor
technology, HP ProLiant DL980/DL580 servers are designed to break through the
boundaries of scale-out computing with the ability to handle the largest and most
challenging applications and workloads. With the goal of fast, easy deployments that
can be customized and grown on demand, ProLiant DL980/DL580 servers maximize
performance and efficiency. The HP ProLiant DL980 is the ideal choice for supporting
Kondor+ in a large enterprise environment, and the DL580 is well suited for small to
midsize deployments.

Contact your HP
representatives today and
arrange for an assessment
of your IT environment.
www.hp.com/go/proliant

ABOUT MISYS
Misys is at the forefront of the financial software industry,
providing the broadest portfolio of banking, treasury, trading
and risk solutions available on the market. With 1,800
customers in 120 countries our team of domain experts and
partners have an unparalleled ability to address industry
requirements at both a global and local level.

Misys was formed by the merger of Misys with Turaz, which
includes the award-winning Kondor+ product line. Combined
they are able to address all customer requirements across
both the banking and trading book businesses. Misys is the
trusted partner that financial services organisations turn to for
help solving their most complex problems.

misys and the misys “globe” mark are trade marks of the misys group
companies. copyright© 2012 misys. all rights reserved.

Find out more at www.misys.com
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